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The Art of Survival and The 
Promise of Geodesign 

 
 



A report on 2013 Geodesign  Conference at Peking University 

October  28-29, In total, 37 distinguished guests delivered speeches to an audience of over 500 
participants, (1500  altogether) who were from more than 10 countries and 30 provinces of China.  While at 
the same time, more than 50,000 persons watched the live video and involved in active interactions 
through Weibo.com (a Chinese Twitter-like micro-blogging service). 



Carl Steinitz. Mike Goodchild,Bill Miller,Ian Bishop  ,Keiji Yano,Stephen Ervin,Henk Scholten 
Mikiko Ishikawa,Christophe Girot,Doug Olson,Christopher Cappelli,Elliot Hartley;,Frederick Steiner 



• What is Geodesign? Why Geodesign and for what do 
we Geodesign?  
 

• I would like to take this opportunity as the conference 
organizer, to make the following summary: 
 

• Geodesign is a way of thinking (the what) in finding 
solutions for complicated spatial problems (for what).  

• Because of their complexity, which goes beyond the 
human brain's capacity of cognition and 
comprehension, it becomes necessary to depend on 
some systematic geographic information system and 
spatial analysis tools to compute and assist in coming 
up with appropriate solutions (the why).  
 
 



The challenges we are facing today 
are big. To solve these problems, we 
need  systematical solutions, which 
are beyond the capacity of any single 
human brain.  
 
Geodesign, by upgrading the 
professions of design,  gives us a way 
to extend our capability, with the vast 
information technology, evermore 
powerful computation tools and ever 
big data, multiple shareholders and 
ever increasing participants, to 
conceive appropriate solutions to 
address our present challenges----- 

 the survival of humanity 



1. The Pre-scientific  Art of Survival 
 
 

5000 years ago 
In the Yellow River Valley of China, one of the 
thousands of natural disasters of floods and land slides 
took place, and buried a whole village and took all of its 
inhabitants’ lives 。 At the very moment when she was 
being buried in the mud, a young mother protected her 
baby child, and raised her head, stretching her arms, 
and was calling the God for help! 



 
 
This god  was Da Yu, The Great Yu,  who 
was able to “ use rules and measures, 
and made wise use of the land to select a 
safe place for his people to build a city.” 
and cultivated  and subdivided the land 
into nine regions. Was selected as 
China’s first King.  
 
Da YU,  who was “changing geography by 
design ” (Steinitz,2010), and  combining 
the art of survival and the leadership of 
the king. 

九州 Nine regions (name for China) 



地理：风水 , （Feng-shui 
=Geography and Geodesign） 
 
It was this Geodesigning art of 
survival, which evolved through 
thousands of year of trials and 
errors, that helped the disaster-
torched Chinese people, select the 
safe places for their settlements, 
making fields that keep soil without 
being eroded,  divert water for 
irrigation, and select right plants for 
food production, and make the land 
spiritually sacred and meaningful.  



Luopan (Campass)/ Primitive Geographical Information System 
The Feng-shui Luo Pan, an instrument helping  the feng-shui expert to achieve harmony between man 
and natural forces   
  



The art of survival: 
taking place in the 
mother land 



 

The art of survival: Water  management理水 ： Water system as infrastructure: 
Multi-functional water Hydraulic Engineering Projects - Dujiangyan Irrigation 
System from Qin Dynasty for flood and drought control, irrigation and navigation 



 土地利用和造地 land use and field making 
 
 

种植并收获： planting and harvesting 

 



桃花源：健康而美丽的国土 
The Changed geography:  the Land of Peach Blossoms,  described as poetic and picturesque, 
where people and spirits are in harmony.  
 



2. The Loss of the Land of Peach Blossoms  
 
 Through centuries of landscape change, particularly infrastructure, dominated by industrial 
civilization, humankind has totally messed up the Earth-Eden created  during the agricultural era.  
The art of survival has getting lost, and the single-minded functionalism engineering dominated 
the changing of geography. 
 
 
  



Changed Geography through single-minded engineering of infrastructure. Wider roads are built but 
we are unable to move on foot. 
  



Changed Geography through single-minded engineering of infrastructure 
Billions of dollars are invested to control flood, but more serious water problem s occur 
 
 



Changed Geography  and eco-system through single-minded engineering of infrastructure, 
Expensive sewage plants are built, but unable to clean the 75% polluted water  
 
 



Changed Geography  and ecosystem through single-minded engineering of infrastructure, 
combined with “little feet aesthetic” of gentrification 
 



The nature’s infrastructure  has been destroyed， and ecological services degrading.  
 How can we survive? 

 

Draught: 400 of  662 
cities in shortage of 
water, 20 million people 
are in shortage of 
drinking water, In Beijing, 
underground drops 1.0 
meter each year.  

Flood: annual flood 
damage cost 100 billion 
US $, 10 million people 
live in flood plain 

Pollution: 75% of the 
nation’s surface water 
is polluted, 64％ of 
cities’ underground 
water is polluted, 1/3 of 
the national population 
are under the threat of 
drinking water pollution 

Habitat loss: 
50% wetland 
disappeared in 
the past 50 
years 



Beijing 1984                                    Beijing 2012 

The unprecedented speed and scale of geographical change (degrading) in the past three decades, 
calling for  a change through wiser  and integrative planning and design----Geodesign 
 
中国地理在发生五千年未有之变化 



 Ecological  and Beautiful China was for  the 
first time listed as the one of the top agenda 
by the Central Government  in 2013, and “a 
new type of Urbanization”  was dreamed. 
 
  



 路在何在？  

Where is the road 

 ？ 
 
 



3. Geodesign 
  A re-integration and 

recovery of the Art of 
Survival. 

 
 Design for an 

ecological 
infrastructure that 
provides multiple 
ecosystem services for 
alternative  urbanism 
 

 
 
  

 
 

 
  
 



Two levels  of integration: 
• 1. Configurative: The spatial  planning ecological infrastructure 

to create an ideal relationship between man and nature 
 

• 2. Transformative: Design for how to make the ecological 
infrastructure work and look 



3.1 Configurative:  XL, L, M, S  
Ecological Infrastructure across  scales  
  
 
 
 
 
 



Methodology 

 (1993, ESRI) 



XL:National ecological infrastructure 
Development zoning Based on EI 
 



National Ecological security pattern (2007)   
Natural Processes 

XL  



XL  
Biological Processes 
National Ecological security pattern   



XL  
Cultural Processes 

National Ecological security pattern   



Security patterns for individual  natural processes are combined into and integral National Ecological 
security pattern-----the national Ecological Infrastructure   



Security patterns for natural and cultural processes are combined into and integral National Ecological 
security pattern-----the national Ecological Infrastructure   



 

 

The Foothills Strategy: where to build another 500 cities for 0.5 billion new immigrants 
(Kongjian Yu, Capitalizing on foothills: restoring the relationship between people and land.  
Harvard International Review; Summer 2012, Vol. 34 (1); 40-45) 
与国土生态过程相适应的城市格局, 浅山区战略:   国土尺度的理想城市格局 
 



Wen Jiabao 
The sixth Premier of 
China 

 

2007 
CHINA EPA approved the pilot project of  National Ecological Security Pattern Planning,  
2012, The National Function Zoning released, partially based on this planning; National Land Use Planning 
Guidelines are also partially based on this study 

  



Influence over 200 cities 



2004.2  

TALK TO MINISTERS AND MAYORS 
(over thousands) 



L 
  
Ecological 
infrastructure 
区域生态基础设施：北
京 
 





Scenario-2 

Scenario-3 Scenario-4 

Scenario-1 

  Urban growth based on EI 



应用案例之一：2012北京万亩生态林 

Beijing Tree Planting plan: over 10 square kilometers of forest will be planted in next 5 years 



Foothill Strategy for Beijing, based on landscape security patterns and EI 



2011 GSD  Studio   



The subtle elevation change on the rolling terrain gives 
character to the existing water system, which is made of a 
series of ponds that catch stormwater in the rainy season and 
provide water for irrigation and daily use in the dry season. 
The new town will respect his unique hydrological feature, 
and it will become the basis for the water-centered ecological 
infrastructure. 

M: urban design  based on EI 

Conventional way of city building 



The landscape security patterns for stormwater 
management are developed using three levels of 
stormwater retention capacity, calculated using GIS 
(geographic information systems), 50 mm, 100mm, and 
150mm per day. This map will become one of the bases 
for the development of ecological infrastructure. 

Other elements, including vegetation, cultural 
heritage sites, recreational resources, and habitats 
for native species, are integrated with the 
hydrological pattern to develop the overall 
landscape security pattern. 



Alternative urbanism: use landscape as ecological infrastructure to integrate various natural and 
cultural processes to frame the city, and to provide diverse ecosystem services for the residents. 
Integration and connectivity of natural, biological, and cultural processes are central to the project. 

The spatial configuration 



The stormwater collecting and 
filtrating system is the core for 
the ecological infrastructure of 
the new town. Three levels of 
green corridors were developed 
based that make up an 
interconnected ecological 
infrastructure for stormwater 
management, biological 
production using wetland plants 
and fish, birds, and wildlife 
species, plus recreational uses. 



Pedestrian paths are integrated 
with the three levels of green 
corridors to create an overall 
network. 



Bicycle paths are integrated 
with the three levels of green 
corridors to form a commuter 
and recreational network. 





A computer rendering of the  green corridor,s with housing development along both sides. The greenways have the function of 
stormwater retention and filtration, biological production, recreation, and pedestrian paths.  



The city is under construction  and well be built in 5-10 years 



The CCTV to be transformed into a Vertical Pig Farm 

3.2 Transformative:   
Design EI  for The Deep Form (functional and beautiful systems) 



 
#1 Make friends with  Floods 
 
The Floating Gardens of Yongning Park, Zhejiang, 
China 
 
This project  demonstrates an ecological approach to 
flood control and storm water management, while also 
educating people about other solutions to flood 
control beyond engineering.  

 
 
 





The park under development: Concrete was removed, diverse terrain on the river bed and along the riparian plane were 
laid to create various habitats for native plants, and the river bank was graded, allowing people to access the water.  
解放大脚 



The ecologically recovered riparian wetland conducive to the natural processes of flooding and native species 
is also accessible to people，野草之美，大脚之美 



#2 Minimize Intervention and Maximize Return 
The Red Ribbon park, Qinghuangdoa City, Hebei Province  

How can we make use of natural processes and services, but with minimum intervention  



The site: 
1. At the periphery of the city, development is 
underway, want to be urbanized and 
“modernized” 
2. excellent vegetation, good ecological 
condition 
3. dirty, garbage dump, and security problem 
4. inaccessible 



 







Google earth 







 



 









# 3  Go productive: Productive Landscape integrated with storm water management, 

the Rice Campus of Shenyang Architectural  University  



Water is harvested, crops (rice and buckwheat) are used for the landscape.  
On this background, the paths across the fields connect different functional buildings,  
study platforms are distributed for off class uses  





The paths across the fields are connections between different functional buildings (between student dormitories to 
classrooms and laboratories). 



Sheep are raised to consume the left over of the native crops   



Rice fields are made penetrable using concrete narrow paths, that allow students and faculty to touch and feel the rice.  



The Rice Planting Day: the first Saturday after mid May was designated as the rice 
planting day for the university. Students and faculty members will celebrate the planting 
of rice seedlings. It is an unforgettable and unique experience to the students, and is 
becoming an integral part of the university culture.  



The Rice Harvesting Day: The last Saturday of October each year was designated as the Rice Harvesting Day, when all the 
students and faculty members participate in harvesting the their own rice. This way the long lost tradition of rice culture in 
China becomes a campus culture. 



Golden Rice becomes an icon: the rice produced on the campus is harvested and distributed as “Golden Rice,” serving 
both as a keepsake for visitors of the school, and also as a source of identity for the newly established, urban campus.  



#4 Help nature to recover and Let nature do the work 
Ecosystem services  oriented regenerative design, landscape as a producer not as a consumer 
 
The Adaptation Palates 
Tianjin Qiaoyuan Park, 22 Ha  
Ecological recovery of a deserted site  
 for multiple eco-services  



Acid Alkaline 

PH value management  



Management of PH  and water  

PH Values  Water Flow 



 





84 
Shallow pond  



#5 ‘Create Green Sponge for a Water Resilient City’ 
 
 
Qunli  Stormwater Park Ha’erbin, 33 ha. 



Qunli New Town 











Bird’s eye view of the storm water park (built, looking west, summer, 2012) 
 

 

 
Bird’s eye view of the storm water park (built,looking west, summer, 2013) 
 



2013,  early Summer, toward north east 
 



Bird’s eye view of the storm water park (looking  south east, winter ,2012) 
 





Penetrating into  the wetland 

 



Details of the path network  at the periphery of the wetland 

 



















#6 Landscape as integral living system to cleanse polluted water 
 The Houtan Park of 2010 Shanghai Expo 
10 hectares., 1700 m long, producing 2400 cubic meter of water per day 

  











Source  



 



Flow  



 





Sink  



Above nature  



Through nature  



Spring  



Summer  



Fall  



2004.2  





#7 A Mother River Recovered:  
The Sanlihe GreenwayQian'an City, Hebei Province, China 





















#8  Replicable at a large 
scale and to  many rivers 
 
Kunming City, 36 rivers    



Water process                                                    Biological processes                                Cultural heritage and  recreation   















#9   An Integration of ecological solutions to rejuvenate  a whole City 
 
Liu Panshui City, Guizhou  
 

 
   



应对策略： 

以水城河为核心的雨洪湿地网络系统 
• 梯级湿地结合分散式污水处理设施，多层级净化河流水质 

– 雨水：通过梯级雨洪湿地多层次净化后进入河道道； 

– 污水：采用分散式污水处理设施，严格控制排放水标准，出水经湿地净化后进入河。 





















  
Design implemented: The water filtrating system integrated with recreation uses 













2004.2  



#10  Low Carbon Home 
40 billion square meters of building, 2 billions increase every year, 99% of them are energy inefficient, how can we help? 













2004.2  





Community education:  Small solution  to big problem 
(自然之友参观) 
 



Small solution  to big problem 
 
Collect 52 Tons of rain water 
Save 2000 KW of electricity 
Produce 18 kg of vegetable 
2000 kilowatts of electricity. 
 
If every apartments in China like that, we can save 3 three 
Gorges Dams 
 
So right now, we are turning  this living wall a replicable 
product  and will be available at a minimum cost 

 
 



• 01 Secure the “big feet”:  Planning for an integral ecological infrastructure  
 
To  safeguard, and loose the bound on, the big feet, to  build ecological infrastructures (EI) , like ancient sacred 
landscape of Feng-shui  in China, across scales to provide Maximum Ecosystem Services 



The old aesthetics: appreciates elegant 
urbane gentry  with bound feet strolling in decorated 
corridors among ornamentals., that can only create 
fake cultural identity and will eventually perish.  
 
 
 

02 Beautiful Big Feet: Transformative Design With A New Values and  Aesthetics 

New aesthetics: appreciates ordinary fleet-of-foot 
girls bursting with energy as they race through the productive 
and high performance landscape, which will create authentic 
and sustainable cultural identity.  
 



Tiananmen Square into a productive sunflower field 



It is  time for change: Change our geography by wiser design  
The Key is an alternative infrastructure---the ecological infrastructure, a new integration of natural and 
cultural processes, art and sciences, at various scales.   

  
 
  
 
  

 Geo 
Designer 



 
 

  

Thank you!! 
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